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I n t r o d u c t io n

The Kankanay inhabit the central part of the Cordillera Mountains,
in Northern Luzon, Philippines.
The games described in this paper were in vogue in the first quarter
of this century.
In general it may be said that amusements are confined to children
and adult men. Except for singing and occasional dancing, adult women
are much too busy, with domestic chores and work in the fields, to indulge
in such pastimes.
The e is pronounced as u in “ but ”，except when it bears the accent
in an open syllable, where it is pronounced as o, in German, or as eu
in French “ feu
Ng is pronounced as in ‘‘ king，
，
.
I.

A m usem en ts

Widddwid:
sport.

amusement, recreation, diversion, entertainment, play,

Men-aydm，menkolibey; to entertain is ay-ayamen; to toy or to play
with (something or somebody) is ay~ayamen, bungayen or degiaen.
Ibengbeng: to amuse oneself, hewing, cutting or notching.
To romp: men-dtigo、men-galdtk; but romping by relatives of both
sexes is koay, unbecoming.
To romp in disorder: men~gabo; to romp teasing: umneng.
Men-galdd: gamesome, rompish, playful, sportive, frolicsome.
Playmate: iw~iwa.
Toy: ganggangsdy anything that clinks when struck; a small banga
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(earthenware jar used for cooking), a jar in miniature: ug-uggating;
the pagpdgey, the fruits of the Ageratum conysoides. Linn., used as
toys; they use the gubaguby the flattened, black seeds of the lawwildwan
(Mucuna curanii. Elm.) for marble taws.
Taktdkaw: a toy consisting in a kind of woven thimble, which
is hard to remove from the finger: it must be done very slowly.
Baltngeg: a cogged tablet; children attach a cord to it and whirl
it around, to produce a shrill sound.
Tongtong: a line traced on the ground, from where children
start their play.
Mdnok: I am or I will be the first (to play). Said, for instance,
when playing at quoits.
Kankanay children often make use of numbers, mostly ten, some
times twelve, that differ from the usual ones:
a) esa kadi, dud kadi, tulo kadi, updt kadi, lima kadi, matintindi^
gindlabda, kuandila, sapatlayoy sangapulo.
b) esa kadi, dud kadi, matintindi，gindlabday kuandilay sapatldyo)
sangapuloy mistold，sinlibuy mistoM,

c)

esdngy ddsatig, kalasing,

ddstngy pabldd,

mdnongy koldong,

sinamdy, mukdt，mattd,
d) esdgan， dudgant tulogan, updti, diddi, tulombdd, baddbad,
tulompek, pekepek, palaw-ek, hdwek, tulbek,

e) piti-esd，pindud, pintuloy maydko, kuggangy dultgang, bangkudy
kudukudy besudy，degudyy tiinay.
f) singgasinggakkey) kadud s，kadaddadkey，katlo s' kaung-ungtis)
kap-dt kalimmatamaty kalmd inad-adpa, kan-em kaddlem, kapito kaingingus，kawao galamoko, kastdm halamigam，mauput et magulam.

g) sugdky dugdky latoky madty dildm, agtid, yagudy kamdn、gip6k ，
gawis,
h) sikiy mugiy la$ty pakd，mild, gamely tupo, lad，salim, bad.
Spinning top: bazvet; salingdt is its point.
The sound made by a spinning top: men-alongding or men-atueg;
if it is very hard: men-dwel\ when two spinning tops meet: mentaliktik;
the sound of small spinning tops: men-alongting.
The Kankanay know several varieties of spinning tops: pandokey:
a very tall top; dalayap: a small-headed top; pusase: a big-bellied top,
whose center is broader than the rest; panting^ magitgitangan and nagitiengdn: tops whose center is narrower than the rest; magistangayan:
a top whose shape is more or less that of an hourglass; pinallapdng:
a top that is flattened in the middle, so that a cross section would show
an oval; sinalingdt: a top with a point at both ends; patlongay: a top
that can be used in two ways, both ends being pointed.
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to throw or spin (a top); to do this by giving a pull

inward: inagdmid.
Isagabi: to spin a top in such a way as to hit something sideways
or behind.
Ibalaguet: to spin a top along the ground.
N gipat: a mark or impression left on the ground by a spinning
top, a more or less large dot.
Menbagel: when the top rolls over the ground, but does not spin.
Kieeyl an interjection used when spinning a top; if the boy says
langkdng or langUang, which means some thing like: it does not count,
he wants to repeat his action.
Men-aynok: when a top turns a long while; to whirl sideways
is menpaliwetwet.
Ikaem: to fix a top in the ground.
Mapappapidaw: to throw a top, when the cord is too short.
Menpakpakatta: when the top staggers or totters, but does not
whirl as it should; but when the top hops or skips in that way, it is
mentagtagd, or mentagalldk,
Lumam-ds: when the top becomes slippery through use.
Ipas~dd: to direct a top into a groove, so that it enters a hole in
the ground on whose brink a gap has been made.
'
Menkulidawdaw: when the top turns in a circle, when it enters
a depression of the ground.
Kepapen: to lay a hand on a spinning top, to stop it.
Beltaken: to hit a spinning top with another one; isegtdk: when
two spinning tops knock against each other.
Pulki: when a player spins his top in such a way as to hit the top,
which his playmate had placed on the ground.
Menpangndan: to play a top at the brink of a hollow, which
another top has to thrust in.
Naknd: a top hit by that of an opponent; taagen: to miss hitting
another top, although close by.
Itaneng: to lay down (a top), so that his playmates may hit it;
and when the top is hit, it is nakitiipam.
Pinaliwed: to hide a top behind an obstacle, so that another top
that is spun from some distance, may hit it; the trace left by this last
top is, of course, more or less curved.
Kinapkapangis or kinapangsi: when a top hits successively two
tops that lie on the ground: the carom of billiards.
To pop corn: ibanag.
Men-ap-apat: several children sit around a fire, each of them
with its own heap of popped seeds; the child to whose side a popped
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seed drops down, picks it up and adds it to its own heap.
Men-gawwang: A child divides the tip of a haulm into four parts
and four other children have to catch them.
Menpikptko: A child presents the open palm of his hand and the
others pat it with one finger, until one of those fingers is caught by the
hand.
A child twirls a blade of grass that is crooked or something similar
between the fingers and says: bongbongtot sino son inumtut，let us see who
broke wind.
When a child pulls the ears of a companion, it says pailut (from
the Iloko irut, tight), and when it lets them go, it says palukay (from
the Iloko lukay, loose).
Tinubtubong: A child braids a rope between the fingers of both
hands; when the figure that is reproduced takes the shape of wKat they
call a tapis, it is inpag-itap.
Kiniwktwi: A child joins both hands with the fingers pointing
in opposite directions, but keeping one long finger erect and moving
it to and fro.
Menkullub: A child joins both hands in such a way as to take the
shape of a cup.
Menkingking: To nip the skin of the back of someone’s hand and
keep it for some time.
Menninnin: To balance and keep a cane, etc. erect on the tip of
one’s finger.
Atimbayaen\ To catch something that has been thrown up; but
to catch a piece of wood that has been thrown up, alternately on the
back and on the palm of the hand is men-galdo.
Menpokgaok: When one turns round on one leg, holding up
the other leg with both hands, which one clasps during the proceeding.
Mentug-ali: Two men stand back to back holding one another
by the arms, and alternately stoop down, the agudli、and lie on the back
of their mate in an opposite posture.
Menhalldga: Two men stand face to face, stretching out their
arms and rubbing their palms; their aim is to catch their companion
by the arms.
To wrestle: mendama, menpuged or men-awet; but to wrestle while
holding with one’s finger the finger of their opponent: mentulst.
Tug-of-war: mentibalbal. But instead of holding a rope, the
Kankanay clasp each other around the waist.
Pitch penny: mentangga.
Mendadang: to swing, to rock; but when there are two persons
on the swing, it is called men-apil.
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To strike or knock wood: pakipdken, tugitdgen, takitokeny tagitagen or menpakgolong.
Quoits: pamdto.
Stilt: akkad; its prong is dappatdn, but when the prong ascends
and forms an acute angle with the stock, it is called nasad-dng■
Agubatbatien: the play of a rope dancer.
Ulldw: a kite made of paper.
Mensultip: to whistle; to blow on leaves is menkuguy.
To blow on a haulm, etc., producing a shrill sound: mentongdliy
but the sound is called aptip,
Itakem: when a person is in possession of a present, he enters
a group of people and says “ takem ” ，and the first person who repeats
that same word after mm, receives the present.
Riddle: buntid.
MenkitkiUug: a person presents his two closed fists，one of which
contains something, and another person must guess wmch of the two
fists is the container.
K alapa: a kind of jargon or cant: a P is pronounced before
every vowel of a word, for instance: ayka becomes apaykapd, umalika
becomes upumapalipikapa.
To tell a story: mensudsiid or mensdpit; to do so a second time is
pap-esen,
II.

G

a m b l in g

Here we meet with many Spanish-terms (Sp.).
Money, cash, coin: stping, pilakyandk di konan (offspring of cattle).
1/2 centavo: pit-ik,

1 centavo: esay-stping.
2^2 centavos: malabato. Used only by gamblers.
5 centavos: nikel (from the Sp. niquel, nickle).
6 centavos: kawalo.
10 centavos: sets (from the Sp. diez y sets cuartos, sixteen cuartos).
12 1/2 centavos: sikdpat.
20 centavos: pesetas (Sp. peseta) or alintados (from the Sp.:
treinta dos, thirty-two cuartos).
25 centavos: binUn•
30 centavos: talombagt.
50 centavos: salapL Also: pakda, which is antiquated.
60 centavos: kadud sy sets.
One peso: pisos (Sp. peso).
One peso and ten centavos: katlo sy sets.
Two pesos and 50 centavos: selay. Antiquated.
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5 pesos: sibiig. Antiquated.
To get into partnership with somebody, forming a pool: mensugpUn，men-abdg; to increase the amount: sumdngi.
Inveterate gambler: nangemdkem，dangpiilas; to go to another
town to gamble: umaltig.
Stake: pdgo (Sp.: payment). To stake all one has: itusttis,
ikopo; to stake it partially: pikikan; to increase a small stake: gumingging.
To bet, to give money to a gambler with the agreement to receive
back twice as much or nothing: sumtllut，makitapak; to lose, when
betting: maisawsaw.
Ready cash or quits: Kasddo (Sp.: casado, nullified).
Quits: amano (From the Sp.: jugar mano a manoy to play even)
or pagddo (Sp.; paid).
Delkak: when both gamblers do the same thing.
To win: mangabaky mamXdas; to win much: mangalimbugabug;
to win in turn: mentongkddo (from Sp.: perhaps from tornear, trabajar
al torno or from tornar, to return, to repeat).
Binis: a share given by the winner to the lender of the tools:
cards, etc.
Balato (from the Sp.: de harato, gratis): a share given by the
winner to a companion; to ask for such a share before the game is finished:
mendiwit.
To lose: maabak; when a gambler has lost his clothes: napoklisan; bumain: when a loser gets excited and continues to play, even
raising the stake.
Ipakts: to pay what one has lost.
Sagutsiiten: to continue the same luck.
To cheat: sapetewen; cheating: nasuitik，nasapoti.
Cards: nipes (from the Sp.: naipes).
The two red suits are: kopas (Sp.: copa，cup) and oros (Sp.:
oroy gold); the two black suits are: bdstos (Sp.) and espadas (Sp.:
swords).
The thirteen denominations are: as (Sp.: ace), rey (Sp.: king),
kabdyo (from the Sp.: caballo，horse), sota (Sp.: helper or substitute)
and nine Spanish numbers from diez (ten) to dos (two).
Sekseken: to shuffle (the cards).

To play a card:

menbantdk，men-ibbet.

To pick a card from the pile: pug~4ten，bumiten，pakdten; to
look at the cards in the pile: menbokitkit.
Kalatkdt: a single card. For instance a king without ace or
queen. Sometimes called kalatdkat.
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Indis: A card that is not alone, but has one or more companions.
For instance: a queen attended by a jack or a king; or two, three or
four queens.
Menpaktto (probably from the Sp.: paquete, pack): A card game
with three or four participants, having each ten cards; when they are
exhausted, they pick out cards from the pile. Whenever (either at
the beginning or in the course of the game) they have three or more
cards of the same denomination (e.g. three jacks; or three or more
cards of the same suit that follow one another (e.g. jack, ten and nine),
they expose them on the table in front of them. The winner is the
player who is the first to get rid of all his cards, provided the last card
he puts down belongs to his own exposed series.
Sewaden: to pick up a card deposed by one’s predecessor.
Kiblaen: to add a fourth card to the three a playmate has ex
posed, to give him a chance.
Menpalpdlis (from the Sp.: pares, alike): a card game with two
or more participants, who have each five cards. The rules are the
same as in the menpakito, but only the cards of the same denomination
are of value, and the pile is not always exhausted.
Mensinsmas: a card game with the same rules as the preceding.
Mensungktang or men-ungkiang: a card game like the menpakito，
but there are only two participants.
When playing at head-or-tail: head is lupa (from the Iloko rupa，
face; and tail is kulus (from the Sp.: cruzy cross).
Menbangking: To play at head-or-tail:a person shakes two
coins in a cup or something similar and then reverses it: if after ex
amination the coins show a different side (bangking)y he is the loser.
To play at head-or-tail by twirling two coins on a flat surface:
menpatayyek (probably from the identical Iloko term, stem tayySk，
whirling), or menpaikut, or mengiek; to do the same by placing two
coins on one，
s finger and tossing them up: mentayyd.
Palis (Sp.: pares，alike): when both coins show the same side.
Ikaleb: to cover or hide (the coins).
Menngilngilaw (from the Iloko ngilaw, fly): several persons spit
on a coin, then they put them down together; the owner of the coin,
that is the first to be visited by a fly, is the winner.
Menpaltdt: A person throws a coin at a certain distance, then
his opponent does the same; if he can touch both coins with his out
stretched hand, he is the winner; then he in turn throws a coin, and so
on, alternately.
B iltik: a cork or anything else at which coins are thrown.
Pallot: cockfight; gamecock; to set (two roosters) fighting: ydyat.
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a n c in g

To dance: mendakingking，mentalad.
In the most popular kind of dance there are four participants:
one woman, who is often replaced and three men who are constant,
besides a drummer who stays where he is. The woman erects her
forearms and stretches out her hands, the palms turned forward, while
she trips lightly, barely moving from her place. The three men follow
one another stepping briskly and turn in a kind of circle around the
woman: the first man, the mangangsa or maminub，beats a gong and
contorts his body in all possible ways, the second man, the maminsdn,
merely beats a gong, a plate or something similar; the third man, manakik’
beats together a stone and a bit of iron or something similar.
Mandyaw or manadek: A kind of dance with two participants:
a man who stretches out his arms, over which blankets are hung, and
a woman who assumes the same posture as in the preceding.
When man and woman meet in dancing: saydengan or mensddeg;
when the woman meets the man: awdngan; when the woman turns
around the man: mensalidsid.
Men~alingkadakad: to step (dancing).
M analibi: to dance. A woman only.
To dance gracefully: dumusddus, madipdip or mengitek.
IV .

S in g in g

Daing: A kind of song and dance performed on the occasion
of a solemn feast. Men and women line up in the form of a double
ring, or rather a double crescent, the men in the front line, the women
behind them. Each man puts his arms about the neck of his immediate
neighbors, and the women do likewise. The man at the extreme right
and the woman immediately behind him hold in their right hands a
piece of wood (sekdag or pangd)，the two mamango; they raise that piece
and lower it in time with the rhythm of the song. The movements
of the dance are very few and slow, and there is no moving from place
to place. One of the group, a solo singer, begins the singing (nekdsen)
and the entire group, the chorus, repeats the words, at least in part.
If a woman sings the first solo all the women repeat it after her, then
a man answers with a solo repeated by all the men, and so on back and
forth. The melody of the solo is rather harmonious but not so that
01 the chorus: It consists simply in a monotonous succession of short
utterances alternating with brief pauses and coming down the scale
about one octave. Some four notes are sounded, each about four times,
except for the last note which is merely a short groan.
Ayugga: A kind of dafng song and dance whose melody is not
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so drawling as that of the ordinary daing.
Dayyakus: a kind of daing song and dance that is used only at
the celebration of a typical sacrifice of successful headhunters.
To sing: menlugamit.
To participate in singing: makidas-dn, makiduyas-dn.
To sing agreeably: nalengge; in the daing: madaklas.
To begin singing: busaysdyan，wayaw-dany anawdngan.
To sing a solo: menngayongey.
Salagubban: a transition between the daing and the day-eng,
when the former rails.
To introduce the daing with a short song: mendaklds，mendamgdsy
dumekadeka mendoklang; to begin this introduction: amadman, menbekas; to continue singing after the introduction: yendalds，umpa.
Mensulin: this is sung in the morning and in the evening, begin
ning and concluding the daing.
Dinggayus: this is sung by at least ten men on the occasion of
a typical sacrifice of successful headhunters.
Besayen: to begin singing the ayyeng, which is sung in the even
ing before several sacrifices; it is sung by men, a solo and a chorus,
and consists in mere loud shouts.
Menduy-Hs: to sing at a palis sacrifice, which takes place in the
evening, at which a dog is killed.
Menbayyug: to sing at an epas-sacrifice, when two pigs are killed.
Menldkugey: this is sung by men when they are out of town and
on their way to the forest, to fetch fire wood. It may not be sung
inside the town lest they become lame.
Men-iog: this is sung by a whole group of people in a very mono
tonous way, after an old man has blessed a jar of rice wine, and before
they start drinking.
Swinging songs: their melody is more harmonious than any
other Kankanay song. There is an enormous variety of these songs.
Some are dialogues between a girl on a swing and a boy nearby, in
which case they are continued until one or the other gives up. If
the girl is the loser the boy may propose to her, but this happens rather
rarely as the girls, at least those that take such a risk, are generally good
singers. Some swinging songs are long monologues, but most of them
are short, often consisting of only one or two verses.
Daddy: this song is used on the occasion of the arrival of the
bride at the town of the bridegroom, where the wedding is to take place.
Several girls of the town go to meet the stranger at one of the houses
in the town, where she is temporarily staying, and there begin singing
their daddy song, the girls alternating with the bride.
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Day~eng: these songs are used universally by men and women,
old and young, rich and poor, alone or in groups, by day or night, at
work or at play, to praise a hero or to relate an ordinary story, to court
a girl or to rock a child to sleep. They are sung according to all kinds of
melodies, which are ordinarily more drawling than those of the daing
songs, but less monotonous than those of the soso songs (lamentations).
Menlayoeng: a kind of monotonus song performed by Bontok
Igorot.
Dasay: a lamentation that is sung when an adult person is at
the point of death.
To sing a lamentation at the death or the burial of an adult person:
sosoan, dagudn，mengduy, menting-d，menngayong-o, mendokasti,
Menbayaw: to sing a lamentation when the dead body is brought
out of the house for burial.
To debate, to altercate singing: several men: menliwa, makiguliw-dn’ makigaliw-dn, mendayko, makisungani, mensumpali; a man and
a woman: mensugdL
To alternate singing: usually a man and a woman, both agreeing:
mensalbet.
To tell a story singing: mensudsud, idangies.
V.

M

u s ic a l

I nstrum ents

Drum: soUbaw, tebeb, gebal; the drum head or vellum is kdtat.
Two kinds of drum: ambatang and gumtang,
Tagoktoken: to beat (a drum ); to do so continually: mentayedted,
Men-abangkdw: to beat a drum, mostly to accompany the main
drummer: alternately one long with two short and four long beats.
Mentagam: to assist the main drummer: one beat at a time,
at regular intervals.
Menballdak: to beat a shield, using it as a drum.
Gong: gangsa, dengpayan; daklig: the perpendicular parts of
the brim.
There are many kinds of gong: lingegan^ nalibaw, lodpak. Large:
lognot, gubbaguh, gongogong, gadagad, budbtid，kalus or patpat-ing, yongayongan, intuned, galanggangan, dapey, ptnusgdn, moken, gimpaydn，
nganawngawan, tnalipusptis. Middle-sized: kokiub. Small: dumdan，paltsa,
payangkak, adangstiy. With a low rim: dadaan. With a notched
rim: nagotong.
Menbdlin: to deal in gongs.
To beat the gong: pumdpa; in a regular way: menginnaang^
manallibeng; isolated beats between the prayers during some sacrifices:
mengudng; slowly, while the old man finished praying over the rice
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wine during some sacrifices: menkayabkdb.
Jew’s harp: abisMng, abilldw, dawwiling.
Dikkuykuy: a kind of call addressed by a young man to a girl,
through a Jew’s harp.
Awwiding: an instrument resembling the Jew’s harp.
Nose flute: kulallengy kalalleng.
Mentalutttit: to blow an instrument.
Diw_ds: mouth organ; pandean pipes; syrinx. An instrument
made of bamboo and consisting of five pipes fixed together side by
side, the second one shorter than the first and so on.
Gabtl: an instrument resembling a violin: it is made of bamboo
and horse hair.
Galddng: an instrument taking the place of a guitar: it is made
of bamboo; as a substitute of the strings the bark of the bamboo is
detached, cut lengthwise several times and lifted up with a short piece
of wood used for a bridge.
Sikuit: a small piece of reed used to play: it is mandolin-shaped.
Bagengbeng: two holes are dug into the ground in such a way
as to meet underneath and one of them is covered with a piece of bark;
then a short stick, the bridge (sulikag), is planted into the ground be
tween the holes and a string is stretched over the whole contrivance.
To play this, the string is pinched above the covered hole.
Koltongen: to pinch the string of a violin, etc.
Abiw: an instrument consisting of a piece of anes-bamboo (much
used in basket work), split at one side. By beating the hand with it,
a thrilling sound is produced; used very much when walking or killing
time.
Tallupdk: a piece of the petiole of a banana leaf, two longitudinal
sections having been detached partially at each side; used to produce
a sound by flapping the detached pieces against the central piece.

